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VARIOUS MASTERS OFFER ENERGETIC GIFTS FOR THE NEW YEAR

Greetings!

A few Masters wish to bless you for the New Year.  

This has no bearing on whether or not you like the animal; it is the frequency of the 
collective that is of importance.

Please be aware that animal guides are going to be extremely powerful for you 
this year.   

We suggest that you meditate on this and discover which animal spirit ‘comes to 
you’, or else ask a practitioner to help you identify you this.   But we would prefer 
you to intuit it for the self.   After having done so, either read up on the animal 
guide’s qualities and purpose in your life, or else meditate on it and download the 
information yourself.

Your personal animal spirit guide will serve you, protect you, advise you and 
accompany you throughout the year. 

If you discover that your guide is an animal to which you have an aversion, please 
do not dismiss the energy.  Many people, for example, as scared of snakes: if that 
collective is your guide, please do not shun it.  It does not mean that you have to 
physically handle snakes.   It simply means that there are energies in the collective 
that are invaluable for your current growth and evolution.

The snake collective is representative of perfect yin/yang balance.  The cockroach 
collective is symbolic of durability, resilience and overcoming all obstacles.  
Perhaps this is what you need.   Your connection with the animal guide has nothing 
to do with handling the physical animal; it is the energy of the collective that is of 
vital importance. 



Now, one particular animal spirit guide has come to serve the whole of humanity 
by helping you access the new energies of 2020.   This is the white eagle. Do 
meditate on this symbol.

An eagle epitomizes power and the ability soar (magic-carpet-like).   An eagle can 
zoom in with pinpoint focus on a singular aspect of planet earth; and at the same 
time can view the ‘big picture’.  It is equally proficient with micro- and 
macro-perspectives.

In this case, the symbolism of the ‘white’ is the purity of the energy that the eagle 
is drawing to planet earth.  The white also represents a blank canvas; one on which 
you can paint a new and improved future.  

We suggest you meditate on the white eagle when you desire a boost in creativity.  
Think of it when you are having fun.   Invite it to soar alongside you.

Will this symbol help in studies?

Yes it will.  Since it will help you zero in on anything you desire (with a high level 
of focus) and at the same time embrace the big picture; it will help you study with 
intensity while embracing the subject as a whole.

What about health?

This is one of the best symbols to meditate upon while working on physical, 
mental and emotional health.   It will help you move away from the mundane, 
examine the bigger picture and understand why you have created ill-health.  It will 
then help you target what you specifically need to do.

The ancient Red Indians truly revered the eagle.

Yes they did; they truly understood its energetic significance. 

BLESSINGS FROM THE ENERGIES OF ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISSI

 

(Sohrab shifts energies)



THE ENERGIES OF MAHA AVATAAR BABAJI GREET YOU.

The Maha Avataar Babaji has been appointed the one to be in charge of planet 
earth during 2020.  This, in no way, reduces the contribution made by all your 
other Masters and guides.  He has just been elected the president; the leader of the 
processes this year.

His energies help you learn how to take command of your lives in the most 
equitable and balanced manner possible.  Connect with his frequencies and he 
will help you take charge of all situations and events that occur in your lives this 
year. 

BLESSINGS.

(Sohrab shifts energies)

THE MEHER (BABA) GREETS YOU!

This year, the Meher brings you the gift of imagination, creativity, novelty and 
exploration.  Call on him and he will help you thought-create new and exciting 
scenarios, wider perspectives and different outlooks to life.  He will help you find 
excitement and variety in life.  He will help you lift yourselves out of a rut; one 
that you might have lived in for years.

Call on him when you are feeling blocked, or that your life is humdrum and 
mundane.  He will help you add colour and variety to your lives.

BLESSINGS.

(Sohrab shifts energies)

GREETINGS FROM A MASTER UNKNOWN TO YOUR HUMAN 
CONSCIOUSNESS.



We choose to remain so.   Our energies are supplying planet earth with ‘an 
electrical cable’, helping Her access and disseminate new Universal frequencies. 
These energies have never before been experienced by any of Her various 
kingdoms, in this lifetime or any other lifetime.

These energies have to be very carefully administered to Earth.  An ‘overdose’ 
would be fatal.  But never fear: we will do so in perfection.

Call on us in those moments when you are feeling low, sluggish and 
unmotivated.  We will help you ‘up’ your frequencies in the moment, giving you 
the necessary boost you need.

Our personal energies, when called upon, should not be externally directed; they 
are for your person use only. 

BLESSINGS.

(Sohrab shifts energies)

THE ASHTAAR COMMAND GREETS YOU.

We, your Universal friends, are going to be extremely active on and around Planet 
Earth this year.  Many of you will see us: flashes in the sky, a space-craft in the far 
distance, or just a feeling that we are with you.  Some of you may even recognize 
us on earth.   Don’t dismiss this as ‘the imagination’.  

We are here to serve you and give you the necessary boost in your energies during 
2020.

BLESSINGS.

(Sohrab shifts energies)

THE GURU GOBIND SINGH blesses each and every one of you.



He always works with reconstruction.  This year, he is working to helping people 
reconstruct (and widen) their limited notions of religious bigotry, societal 
classes, communalism and so on.  

The Guru Gobind Singh’s very modern energies are going to work at influencing 
the people of earth to embrace unity.   He will work tirelessly to help all of you 
acknowledge that you are brothers and sisters on planet earth and children of the 
Universe. 

Please lead the way, dear friends.  Set an example to others.  Call on our 
frequencies and we will help you break down your own barriers and help others 
do the same.   It’s time to truly experience oneness.

BLESSINGS.

                           **********************************


